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Student Spotlight

Alvin Garcia is a 5th year Plasma Ph.D. student who was recently awarded the
prestigious U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science Graduate
Student Research fellowship (SCGSR) for his work using machine learning to
classify plasma wave modes in experimental data produced at the DIII-D
National Fusion Facility. Through the fellowship, Alvin is provided with access
to the expertise and resources available at DOE national laboratories. Alvin
developed the proposal from his own vision while still attending and presenting
at the American Physical Society (APS)–Division of Plasma Physics Virtual
Meeting. Alvin says his ideal first job after graduation would be to continue
building machine learning models that tackle fusion energy problems and
eventually hopes to become a leader in sustainable nuclear fusion in the future. 

Read the full spotlight here. 

We are taking nominations for the Student Spotlight! If you want to nominate a
graduate student you know, you can do so using the google form located here.

Question of the Quarter

Thank you to everyone who participated in our question of the quarter! 

https://mailchi.mp/07991b131d5b/spring-2021-department-newsletter-11368337?e=[UNIQID]
https://sites.uci.edu/physicsastro/2022/01/26/student-spotlight-alvin-garcia/
https://forms.gle/c5nUYf3CZed5sb6n7


See our results below and please take a brief moment to answer our question
for the next newsletter: 
 

"What does your ideal work situation look like, from
home or the office?"

The newsletter is also collecting information about undergraduate seniors’
plans for the future. If you plan to graduate this academic year, fill out this form
to let us know what you plan to do next. Responses are anonymous, and will be
featured in the next newsletter.

Research Content

A team of UCI physicists led by Prof. Ochoa-Ricoux recently published in
Nature Communications Physics as part of the LiquidO consortium. They are
pioneering a novel detection technique that uses opaque scintillators to enable
particle interaction imaging down to the ~cm level. Its capabilities afford it a
wide range of applications in many areas of high-energy, nuclear, medical, and
accelerator physics, many of which are under active exploration. You can read
more about LiquidO here.

UCI was well represented at the 17th IAEA Technical Meeting on Energetic
Particles and Plasma Instabilities. 4 graduate students (Genevieve
DeGrandchamp, Kenny Gage, Daniel Lin, and Alvin Garcia) and 4 post-docs
(Javi Gonzalez-Martin, Jeff Lestz, Guillaume Brochard, and Pengfei Liu)
presented invited talks at the conference. The topics covered included studies
on plasma diagnostics at the DIII-D tokamak, and MHD simulations for DIII-D
and the upcoming ITER facility.

Prof. Jin Yu recently published a paper in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences on the diffusion of transcription factor proteins along
strands of DNA. This work helps us understand the physical mechanisms
behind gene regulation in living organisms. Prof. Yu will also present on this
work at the upcoming Biophysical Society meeting in San Francisco. You can
read the paper here.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdl_1JckSKoYg11u4wBLBmr3Lx2QSZBzobHUJFa3-cPtMv7MQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://forms.gle/KPo1DJKLdewtJ45E8
https://www.nature.com/articles/s42005-021-00763-5
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2102621118


Ph.D. student Kevin Andrade, along with fellow UCI researchers (Jackson
Fuson, Sophia Gad-Nasr, Demao Kong, M. Grant Roberts, and Manoj
Kaplinghat), recently published a paper in the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society. They analyzed strong lensing in 8 galaxy clusters to
place a stringent upper limit on the dark matter self-interaction cross section.
You can read the paper here.

Department News

Congratulations to the following Ph.D. students who recently defended their
theses since our last newsletter publication! 

Dr. Jingyi Yang: "Metasurfaces and Zero-Index Photonics in Optical Fibers" 

Dr. Kevin Andrade: "Looking Into the Cores of Galaxy Clusters and Dwarf
Galaxies" 

Dr. Jacob Hollingsworth: "Machine Learning Applied to Parameter Spaces of
Theories Beyond the Standard Model" 

Dr. Randy Sawaya: "Constructing Hubbard Models for the Hydrogen Chain" 

Dr. Taylor Faucett: "Decoding Black Box Models for New Physics at the LHC"

Professor Shields educational outreach program (Rising Stargirls) was recently
featured by the School of Physical Sciences: https://ps.uci.edu/news/2559

Check out the recent post on the UCI Physics and Astronomy blog highlighting
the work of Prof. Xiaoqing Pan’s materials science research group in using
electron microscopy to understand how defects in crystals affect phonon
modes.

Check out UCI Post-Doc Yu-Dai Tsai’s popular interview discussing asteroids
as a probe for a 5th force of nature here!

https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/510/1/54/6426200?guestAccessKey=391f10c6-a980-4be4-bd8b-a72bb25b4764
https://ps.uci.edu/news/2559
https://www.physastroblog.ps.uci.edu/2022/01/19/exploring-the-messy-reality-of-defective-crystals/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDX9XwLHBuM&ab_channel=EventHorizon


See what happens when physicists are forced out of their comfort zone! You
might think that all physics is the same, but different sub-fields of physics can
actually be very different. In this video you can watch what happens when UCI
Physics and Astronomy graduate students have fun guessing a plot from a
different field of physics! 

This is the first video in a new Blog Team series called “Guess the Plot!”. If you
would like to participate as a future plot “guesser” fill out this brief form, if you
have any other thoughts or feedback please submit it here.

Interested in communicating science to a public audience? The UCI Physics
and Astro Blog is accepting guest submissions of “bite-sized” physics articles to
feature on our website! These are short, jargon-free articles on some aspect of
physics or astronomy, whether it be a recent research paper or something more
creative. Anything aimed at a broader audience is welcome to be considered.
You can send an email to physastroblog@uci.edu with any submissions, ideas,
or questions about writing a guest article.

Events

The 2022 admitted graduate student visit days will be February 25th and March
11th! The February date will be conducted online, and the March date is TBD.

There will be no MVP speaker this quarter, stay tuned for the next MVP in the
spring!

UCI physics and astronomy graduate students are recording their 3-minute
research pitches for the Grad Slam competition this week. Make sure you tune
in to the UCI Grad Slam Finals on March 3rd to see if they make it through! To
learn more about the UC’s Grad Slam competition check out here.

Resources

Want to learn more about managing your research data? Check out UCI
library’s workshops and programs for this year’s UC Love Data Week.
Presentations and workshops focused on data access, management, security,
sharing, and preservation will run all week long from February 14th to 18th.
Find more information and register here!

To keep up to date on department seminars and colloquia, you can subscribe to
the seminar listserv to get announcements in your inbox. Subscribe here:
https://maillists.uci.edu/mailman/listinfo/physics-astronomy-seminars

https://youtu.be/pr2dbM7m6ds
https://youtu.be/pr2dbM7m6ds
https://forms.gle/8j64EuDP1aUp49bK6
https://forms.gle/xPbnsbDcBLQGePuaA
https://www.physastroblog.ps.uci.edu/2021/04/26/could-gamma-rays-shed-light-on-dark-matter/
https://www.physastroblog.ps.uci.edu/2021/02/08/getting-light-headed-in-quarantine/
mailto:physastroblog@uci.edu
https://grad.uci.edu/professional-development/grad-slam/
https://uc-love-data-week.github.io/
https://spaces.lib.uci.edu/calendar/events/lovedata
https://maillists.uci.edu/mailman/listinfo/physics-astronomy-seminars


Thinking of going to graduate school, or want some research experience at
another institution? Check out the Research Experience for Undergraduates
program (REU)! You can find a list of sites hosting REU’s in physics here!
Applications are due soon!

It has been well over a year since this pandemic started, and it still remains
important to remember to take care of your wellness through these times. UCI
Be Well offers a tool here at this website (https://bewell.uci.edu/) for searching
UCI wellness programs and initiatives for students, faculty, and staff.
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